
When playing Trekking through History in solo mode you will play against
an automated opponent known as The Historian.

Solo Mode Rules

Set up the game as normal except for the following:
• The Historian has four Itinerary cards, which vary in difficulty (Easy, Medium, 
Hard, and Extreme). Select one and place it face up nearby. The Historian will 
only use this one Itinerary throughout the entire game, and it will not remove 
Experience tokens from it between rounds.
• When setting up the Ancestor deck, include only 3 Ancestor cards.
• Choose a color to represent The Historian and place its Point marker at 0 on the 
score track, and its Pocket Watch at the 12 on the Clock. Place your Pocket Watch 
on top. You will take the first turn of the game. Give The Historian a Crystal Tank 
and 1 Time Crystal.

Changes to Setup

For you, play works the same as in the multiplayer game. When it is The Historian’s 
turn, you will perform actions for The Historian by following these solo rules.

Gameplay

When it’s the The Historian’s turn, it will take a History card, gain all the benefits 
and additional benefits, and add gained tokens to The Historian’s Itinerary. If doing 
so would cause The Historian to gain points, move its Point marker accordingly.
The Historian must always take the History card with the earliest year available 
that continues its Trek. If no History card is available that can continue The 
Historian’s Trek, end its current Trek and then take the earliest year available to 
start a new Trek. The Historian will not take Ancestor cards unless its Itinerary 
specifically instructs it to.

On The Historian’s Turn

The Historian only places  tokens 
after placing all regular Experience tokens 
it has gained. Place each  token in 
the topmost empty space in a row on 
the Itinerary. If there are multiple spaces 
in that row, place the  token in the 
furthest right space of the row.

Placing Wild Tokens

Example: If The Historian received 4 
tokens, it would place them in this order.

1
34
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The Historian’s Itinerary has a few special icons not found on player’s Itineraries. 
When an Experience token covers a space, or when a horizontal row with an icon at 
the end of it is completed, the following effects occur:

Special Icons

You must lose 1 Time Crystal. If you have none, you lose nothing.

The Historian gains an Ancestor. The Ancestor is added to its Trek and 
the  token provided by the Ancestor is added to its Itinerary.

The Historian immediately wins the game.

The Historian gains a  and adds it to its Itinerary.

The difficulty modes Medium, Hard, and Extreme introduce additional rules 
printed on The Historian’s Itinerary. Read them carefully before you begin.

Special Rules

When a day ends, The Historian keeps all its Experiences and continues using the 
same Itinerary into the next day.

End of Day

Scoring works the same as in the multiplayer game. The Historian’s Treks are scored 
and it gains 1 point per Time Crystal it has remaining.

Final Scoring

You can include Time Warps when playing solo rules. The Historian doesn’t use 
Activated Time Warps, but must follow rule modifiers on       Time Warps.
Using Time Warps in a solo game usually gives the player a small edge over The 
Historian. You may choose to offset this advantage by giving The Historian   
5 Victory Points on the score track at the start of the game.

Using Time Warps in Solo Mode
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For solo rules FAQ  visit: worldhistorygame.com/rules
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